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Abstract 

 
The paradigm shift from an information sharing infrastructure (i.e., the Web) 
to a resource sharing infrastructure (i.e., the Grid) has boosted the 
development of a new generation of online services. In particular, Grid 
services are stateful, dynamic and operate in a secure environment. Therefore 
they offer capabilities that are essential to remote collaboration. In this paper, 
we tackle the problem of bootstrapping and supporting a collaborative 
environment over a Grid infrastructure. As we target communities of non 
computer-literate people, we investigate easy-to-use and flexible solutions. As 
a result, we developed the Grid Shared Desktop (GSD) - a Grid-based, Web-
accessible environment that provides members of a virtual community with a 
set of desktops supporting collaboration in both synchronous and 
asynchronous mode. A desktop is a familiar tool allowing users to interact 
with graphical representations of concepts. Thus, the GSD is a powerful 
interface to communicate these representations and build collaborative 
knowledge. In this paper, we propose an overall architecture and an 
implementation of the GSD including a bundled set of bootstrapping services 
required to set up and maintain a collaboration activity among distant 
participants. Finally, we summarise the results of recent experiments 
conducted with the GSD deployed in the concrete context of collaborative 
construction of a shared repository of knowledge. 

 
Key Words: Collaboration, Collaborative learning environment, Computer 
Supported Collaborative Learning, Grid, Grid service, shared desktop, virtual 
community, ontology, collaborative ontology construction. 

 
1. Introduction 

 
The recent explosion of communication means and tools such 
as email, Web forums, instant messaging, short messages, 
videoconferencing and so on, shows the real growth of 
computer-assisted human interactions. The use of these tools 
has evolved, and nowadays, people interact all around the 
world not just to exchange information but also to exchange 
services. In fact, interactions and communication allow people 
to collaborate and realise Aristotle’s adage “the whole is 
greater than the sum of its parts:” Resolving interactively 
common distributed problems is a real need for international 
companies, governments, academies and world wide consortia 
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(e.g., for distant tutoring, distributed problem solving, instant 
cooperation, business process management, etc.). There is 
hence now a genuine need for collaboration methods and tools 
to address collaboration problems. In [11] we previously 
presented an analysis for bootstrapping a collaboration which 
led us to developping a new kind of tools for collaborative 
environment. The work that we present in this paper offers a 
solution to the core problems of remote collaboration among 
humans. Our solution, called the Grid Shared Desktop, or 
GSD provides the members of a virtual community with a 
shared, online collaborative environment including protocols, 
services and facilities for bootstrapping and supporting their 
collaborative construction of shared knowledge. The GSD 
framework was originally presented in [10]. 
 
The Grid Shared Desktop approach. Our approach to 
human collaboration emerged from the concrete collaboration 
needs that we experienced within the European research 
project ELeGI [3]. This project is concerned with the use of 
Grid technology [14,16] for enhancing collaboration and 
learning in distant communities. Analysing and experimenting 
collaboration among the participants of that project led us to a 
set of requirements that a collaborative environment should 
fulfil. We briefly present the results of our analysis in Section 
2.1. This analysis further led us to the conceptualization and 
implementation of an ubiquitous, dynamic and shared1 
environment for collaboration.  

We adopted a service-oriented approach over a Grid 
infrastructure, in order to address generic needs and 
requirements of collaborative work and collaborative 
environments. We propose an architecture for the GSD as 
well as an implementation of this architecture by means of 
virtual desktops. 

The GSD represents a typical example of what De Roure 
et al. call a Live Information System for Collaboration [22]. 
With the GSD, members of communities can perform various 
tasks, with other members, without being forced to specify 
these tasks before they occur. The Grid infrastructure offers a 
secure and reliable environment in which users may import 
new services and introduce new users dynamically according 

                                                 
1 The term “shared” entails a one-for-many architecture. 
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to the needs of the collaboration. Collaboration is 
accomplished in two ways: 

- Within a Virtual Community (VC) alone, by using 
services that are mostly asynchronous, such as for 
example file sharing, notifications mechanisms, 
asynchronous edition of documents, etc.; 

- Within multiple Collaboration Sessions (CS), by using 
services that are mostly synchronous, such as 
enhanced-presence services (chat, video 
conferencing…), synchronous edition of documents, 
etc. 

More specifically, within a collaboration session, 
collaboration is realised following two modes: (i) a screen 
sharing mode, where each participant may alternatively 
(according to a turn-taking mechanism) broadcast a part of 
his/her own desktop to all the other participants of the 
collaboration session; (ii) a common environment mode where 
each participant may alternatively (according to a turn-taking 
mechanism) act on a special desktop common to all 
participants of the collaboration session. 
 
Collaboration as a Grid services exchange. Service is the 
central key concept underlying the GSD architecture. The 
notion of service is now at the centre of the development, 
implementation and success of distributed systems, such as 
Service Oriented Architectures, Web/Grid services, Multi-
agent Systems and so on [23]. To provide a service means to 
identify and offer a solution (among many possible ones) to 
the problem of someone else. True service providing is not as 
simple as product delivery: a service is unique, adapted and 
customized by a special provider and for a special user in a 
special context. Following this definition, the exchange of 
services entails a kind of collaboration. One of the challenges 
of this work is to provide a purely service-oriented, 
collaborative architecture that enables developing an 
environment that is easy to learn and to use and that supports 
collaborative work. We will see how the Grid and Grid 
services provide such a service oriented architecture solution 
allowing the GSD to be itself a service and, in the same time, 
a service exchange environment. The choice of Grid 
technology is motivated by recent research on these topics 
[5,21,24] that provides a significant contribution in 
understanding the actual Grid potentialities related to distant 
collaboration, and that promotes the development of service-
oriented usage (and expansion) of this technology in all 
contexts and especially where human collaboration is required 
(e-learning, e-government, e-health, e-business, e-science). 
 
Collaborative construction of a shared ontology. One 
frequent goal of human collaboration is to define a common 
corpus of knowledge about a domain of expertise; when 
formalised and computerised, this knowledge representation 
artefact is known as an ontology. Our approach2 consists of 

                                                 

                                                                                    

2 We did not develop this work following a classic software 
engineering approach that completely specifies a well-identified 

repeated short cycles of elicitation, specification, 
implementation, evaluation steps within a scenario: the 
collaborative construction of a shared ontology. Collaborative 
ontology construction however presents a certain number of 
challenges (such as explanation of viewpoints, negotiation of 
terms and meaning, decision among modelling options) that 
typically call for a set of interaction services. The objective of 
this real-world scenario was to show how the GSD may 
provide an engaging environment for helping users to 
reconcile, formalise and capture knowledge that is initially 
informal and distributed in the minds and documents of 
several people, into a shared ontology that can be then used 
within or outside of the GSD context (such as in an e-sciences 
or e-learning context). 
 
Paper overview. The rest of the paper is organised as 
follows: In the following section we present the context of the 
paper, including an overview of related work and an 
identification of main requirements of collaborative 
environments. In Section 3 we present the Grid Shared 
Desktop, starting with the underlying Grid infrastructure; 
followed by the GSD architecture and its implementation, the 
GSD service, by means of virtual desktops. In Section 4 we 
detail the problem of collaborative ontology construction and 
explain how we addressed the problem within GSD 
experiments. Finally, we give some perspectives and 
conclusions in Section 5. 

 
2. Collaborative environments 

 
This section lays down the context of our study. First, we 

derive requirements from some ELeGI theoretical results 
about collaborative environment. Second, we provide a brief 
technological state of the art about Grid and collaborative 
tools. 

 
2.1. Requirements for a collaborative environment 

 
Informal learning. A crucial requirement of collaborative 
environments consists in enhancing learning as a result of 
communicating and exchanging services in a collaborative 
perspective. Learning happens in the context of collaboration 
and conversation as the side effect of activities and 
observations that have not learning itself as their aim [8]. 
Laurillard [19] has outlined how knowledge acquisition can 
be linked to guided concrete action in the context of a 
conversational framework. Therefore collaboration can be 
seen as a normal opportunity for learning, as it interweaves 
individual experiences and exchange of concepts, in the 
context of an interactive use of language: conversation. 
Reversely, conversation establishes the necessary ingredient 

 
problem before implementing it, but rather following an iterative 
approach in which the GSD elements are designed step-by-step 
according to the needs, constraints and requirements that emerge 
from real experimental situations. 
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for cooperative activities including the conversation itself: 
trust. As a result, collaboration not only allows a community 
to perform a set of joint activities effectively, but also allows 
the members of that community to learn new knowledge and 
skills and to improve shared understanding overall. Therefore, 
a major goal of developing a general-purpose collaborative 
environment is to allow informal learning to occur. 
 
Synchronous and asynchronous collaboration. Considering 
the timescale (duration) and the size (number of members, 
amount of resources) of a collaborative group, we distinguish 
between two modes of collaboration: synchronous and 
asynchronous modes. The synchronous mode is more 
appropriate to consider for short-lived collaboration sessions 
that involves a small number of participants, whereas the 
asynchronous mode fits better long-term collaboration 
activities that involve many members. These two modes of 
collaboration imply different requirements and characteristics 
for the collaborative environment. For example: (i) in a 
synchronous collaboration, users may inform others of their 
presence, they should follow a turn-taking mechanism, they 
may communicate by direct means supporting audio or video 
channels (e.g., chat, videoconferencing, shared desktop); (ii) 
in an asynchronous collaboration, users communicate with 
indirect means (e.g., email, shared files) that entail delayed 
responses, they should follow a different kind of turn-taking 
mechanism (e.g., file locking). A flexible collaborative 
environment should address the two modes of collaboration. 
 
Trusted environment. Users need a trusted environment to 
collaborate freely with others. One problem in remote 
collaboration is the fact that people are not physically 
interacting. Collaboration occurs via an environment in which 
they exchange their knowledge. This environment requires 
security to ensure privacy and reliability to ensure anytime 
availability. Among other features, such a collaborative 
environment needs to implement a simple user-authentication 
mechanism and needs to manage both private user accounts 
and displays as well as shared areas of collaboration. 
 
Enhanced-presence. In a collaborative environment, 
participants need to be aware at all times of the presence and 
availability status of each of the other participants, and more 
generally of the life of the community. Indeed, participants 
need to be able to discover, locate and contact other 
participants easily, to have access to public availability 
information to schedule work sessions, to communicate 
directly or indirectly, and so on. In recent years, several 
network communication tools (such as videoconferencing or 
chat software) have been developed to include simple, yet 
powerful “enhanced-presence” features coupled to audio-
video devices such as webcams and headsets. Those tools not 
only indicate the presence, location and availability of people, 
but also instill a feeling of community belonging and 
awareness that mimics the social dynamics of a local work 
team. For example, BuddySpace, an enhanced-presence 

environment with instant messaging functionalities [1,12], 
allows for multiple views of collaborative workgroups. 
Presence awareness increases emotional well-being [25], and 
users benefit from knowing who else is around via presence 
and messaging tools. Another tool is for example the 
videoconferencing service Flashmeeting [2]. Incorporating 
enhanced-presence at the heart of the collaborative 
environment may improve the effectiveness of joint activities. 
 
Persistent, searchable memory. The collaborative 
environment should not only enable the conduct of 
collaboration sessions, but also serve as a permanent, one-stop 
repository of the virtual community’s work. The environment 
hence needs to offer a structured space for creating, storing 
and consulting shared documents and artefacts, as well as to 
maintain a searchable, traceable history of collaboration 
activities, with timestamps and provenance metadata. 
 
Dynamicity. One can not know in advance precisely which 
tool, service or pedagogical technique will be employed 
within collaboration activities. Similarly, one cannot predict 
which members are part of the community (members may join 
or leave at any time). But, one can provide the means to 
enable members to “do the right thing at the right time”. A 
collaborative environment needs to bootstrap and support the 
collaboration by enabling people to dynamically: (i) import or 
remove services; (ii) discover and approach each other; (iii) 
notice who is available at a given time; (iv) schedule 
collaboration sessions; (v) communicate directly or indirectly; 
(vi) trace and analyse the history of community life. The 
notion of dynamically-generated, custom-tailored services 
thus becomes central to the design of a collaborative 
environment, that needs to be capable of instantiating and 
providing appropriate services to participants based on 
explicit requests, stored preferences or dynamically identified 
collaboration patterns. 
 
Usability. Accessing the collaboration environment must be 
supported with just “one click” through a thin terminal and 
without installation of any third-party application. We 
consider this as a fully service-oriented approach. 

 
2.2. Potentialities offered by Grid services 

 
Of the available technologies for supporting and 
implementing a collaborative environment, the Grid 
technology offers many interesting aspects and ready-to-use 
components that directly address the requirements identified 
in the previous section. This section factually describes Grid 
concepts and synthesises how Grid fits the needs of 
collaborative environment. 
 
Sharing resources among virtual organizations. The 
essence of the Grid is nicely reflected by its original 
metaphor: the mandate to the electricity network to offer us 
the service of providing us with enough electric power as we 
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need it, when we need it, even if we do not know where and 
how that power is generated. At the end of the month, we pay 
a bill that corresponds to our consumption. The Grid aims to 
support “flexible, secure, coordinated resource sharing and 
coordinated problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional 
virtual organizations” [14,16]. It was originally designed to be 
an environment with a large number of networked computer 
systems where computing (Grid computing) and storage (data 
Grid) resources could be shared as needed and on demand; 
therefore Grid provides the protocols, services and software 
development kits needed to implement flexible, controlled 
resource sharing on a large scale. Grid users are members of 
virtual organizations. A virtual organization is a dynamic 
collection of individuals, institutions and resources brought 
together by common goals of sharing resources and services.  
 
Grid services and Grid standardisation. Grid technologies 
have evolved from ad-hoc solutions, and de facto standards 
based on the Globus Toolkit, to Open Grid Services 
Architecture (OGSA) [4] which adopts Web service standards 
and extends services to all kinds of resources (not only 
computing and storage). Foster et al. call “service” [15]: A 
(potentially transient) stateful service instance supporting 
reliable and secure invocation (when required), lifetime 
management, notification, policy management, credential 
management, and virtualization. OGSA introduces two major 
characteristics in the so-called service-oriented architectures 
by distinguishing service factory from service instance. In 
other words, services are instantiated with their own dedicated 
resources and for a certain amount of time. These 
characteristics enable: (i) service state management: Grid 
services can be either stateful or stateless; (ii) service lifetime 
management: Grid services can be either transient or 
persistent3. More recently, the Web Service Resource 
Framework (WSRF) [13] defines uniform mechanisms for 
defining, inspecting, and managing stateful resources in 
Web/Grid services. For a recent precise overview of Grid 
service concepts and standardisation see for example [9]. Grid 
has now started to evolve toward the Semantic Grid [17,22] 
and the Learning Grid [5,21,24]. 
 
Grid as a basis for collaborative environments. Grid has a 
lot of interesting aspects for collaborative environments: 

- Trusting the environment happens through Grid 
security mechanisms (e.g., X509 certificate and 
Community Authorisation Service); 

- Trusting the environment also happens because of 
enhanced reliability provided by the Grid 
infrastructure; 

- Synchronous and asynchronous modes of collaboration 
are brought by the technical layers of OGSA, thanks to 
stateful and dynamic services; 

                                                 
3 Whereas Web services have instances that are stateless and non-
transient. 

- Persistent memory is brought by Grid services which 
allow to integrate and capitalise upon the past thanks to 
stateful resources; 

- Service dynamicity is brought by transient aspect of 
Grid services. 

- Member dynamicty is brought by virtual organisation 
management. 

- Usability is improved by the fact that Grid services are 
compliant with service-oriented architecture standards 
(i.e., WSDL, SOAP, UDDI, etc.). Grid services 
subscribe to the same logic of standardisation and 
interoperability as that of Web services (e.g., Semantic 
Web services, Business process management, XML, 
etc.). 

Adopting a Grid infrastructure as the backbone of a 
collaborative environment therefore enables to benefit from 
robust, ready-to-use infrastructural means that address many 
of the implementation requirements identified earlier. 

 
2.3. Current collaborative tools 

 
The domain of distant collaboration is in real expansion both 
in research and business. An important number of tools are 
becoming available. We have evaluated some of them to 
check whether they meet the requirements that we have 
identified as crucial for collaboration. In particular, we 
evaluated Goto Meeting (www.gotomeeting.com), 
GatherPlace (www.gatherplace.net), Glance 
(www.glance.net), Beam4Free (http://beam4free.com), 
WorkSpace3D (www.tixeo.com), Groove Virtual Office 
(www.groove.net), AccessGrid (www.accessgrid.org). The 
idea of using desktops on the Grid was suggested in the 
Entropia project [7]. A study of Computer Supported 
Collaborative Learning (CSCL) applications in a Grid context 
was also addressed in [11]. An example is Gridcole, a Grid 
based system that enables easy integration of CSCL 
application [6].  

These solutions adopt various approaches to offer three 
main types of functionalities: 

- Screen sharing (or desktop broadcasting) that allows 
users to share their screen display on a network for 
other users to see exactly the same screen that they see. 

- Desktop sharing that allows all the users to take a 
remote control of the devices (mouse, keyboard…) of 
the desktop owner. Screen/Desktop sharing 
functionalities are traditionally used in collaborative 
work sessions for slide shows or application 
demonstration. 

- Common environment that provides all users with a 
virtual environment which can be a simple set of 
windows or a complex 3D space with avatars for users’ 
representation. Users can interact and work together 
through the applications available on the common 
environment (chat, slide show, document edition, 
browsing, etc.). 

http://www.gotomeeting.com/
http://www.gatherplace.net/
http://www.glance.net/
http://beam4free.com/
http://www.tixeo.com/
http://www.groove.net/
http://www.accessgrid.org/
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However, it appeared through our evaluation that, first, 
that none of these tools satisfies the totality of identified 
requirements for collaboration. For example, the two first 
functionalities are only suitable for a synchronous 
collaboration mode. The last one is suitable for both 
synchronous and asynchronous modes but lack the full 
dynamicity required (e.g., none of them support dynamic 
introduction of users). Second, we confirmed that only few of 
them fully benefit from the totality of the potentialities offered 
by Grid services. 

 
2.4. Specifying the collaborative environment 

 
As a result of identifying the requirements for a 

collaborative environment and of assessing the Grid 
specifications, we enunciate here the main functionalities that 
specify a collaborative environment. We have identified six 
important functionalities: 

1) [Notification] to provide immediate awareness of the 
life of the community; 

2) [Membership] to manage (add or remove) members; 
3) [Service] to manage (import or remove) new services; 
4) [Activation] to activate new instances of services; 
5) [Session] to initiate a collaboration session;4 
6) [History] to trace the history of collaboration within 

the community. 
Section 3.2.2 shows how these six functionalities are 

mapped into six bootstrapping services of the Grid Shared 
Desktop architecture.  

As we said in the introduction section, we distinguish two 
kinds of groups: a virtual community (VC) and a collaboration 
session (CS) (detailed in Section 3.2.1). We will further 
explain how this distinction allows us to address the 
synchronous and asynchronous modes of collaboration. 

 
3. The Grid Shared Desktop 

 
3.1. The Grid underlying infrastructure 

 
As explained previously, the Grid provides the infrastructure 
that meets the GSD’s core requirements. Figure 1 describes 
the Grid model as it is defined by the Open Grid Service 
Architecture (OGSA) [4,15]. At the very bottom are the Grid 
resources (for computation and storage). These resources are 
physically distributed anywhere and coupled in Grid hosts via 
networks. The role of Grid core mechanisms is to virtualise 
these resources and reify them in a secure and reliable manner: 
 
Resource reification is achieved by Grid service containers. 
A Grid service container is a hosting environment for the 
service instances. It is allocated to (and created for) one and 
only one group of Grid users, called a Virtual Organization; 
 

                                                 
4 Notice that within a collaboration session functionalities 1), 2), 3) 
4) and 6) are required. 

Secure and reliable access to service instances is ensured by 
handles and the exchange of X509 certificates. Every user 
must hold a valid X509 certificate in order to be a member of 
a virtual organization and thus be granted access to services. 
Grid hosts must also hold a X509 certificate to be recognised 
as valid Grid resource. Furthermore, the Community 
Authorisation Service (CAS) stores permissions (right levels) 
between virtual organization members and services instances 
in a service container. 

According to Grid specifications, the unique service 
present by default in a service container is the CAS. 
Furthermore, our GSD architecture provides six additional 
bootstrapping services described in the next sections. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The Grid underlying infrastructure. 
 

3.2. The GSD architecture 
 

3.2.1. Users, VC and CS 
 

The GSD architecture is an organisational structure based on 
three elements: users, VC and CS. A user who wishes to 
collaborate with other users must hold a means of 
authentication (following Grid security specification, e.g., a 
X509 certificate). This certificate allows identifying this user 
among others; it may be viewed as an electronic passport 
substituting any login or password. It realises the simple sign-
on and identification needed to access the collaborative 
environment. In the GSD architecture, a user can become 
member of several groups. A group aims at sharing common 
goals by assembling, collaborating, and communicating in a 
loose, distant, virtual way, using network communication 
facilities, services and resources. A user can be member of 
more than one group. As mentioned before we distinguish two 
kinds of groups in the GSD architecture: 

- A Virtual Community (VC), which has a lifetime in the 
order of months or years. We will further talk about 
“members” to represent users in a VC. Because of the 
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lifetime of a VC, members know and trust each other. 
VC are composed of at least one member to dozen of 
members; 

- A Collaboration Session (CS), which has a lifetime in 
the order of hours or days. We will further talk about 
“participants” to represent users in a CS. A CS is 
organised whenever a group of users of the same VC 
decide to collaborate in a synchronous mode for some 
time with some specific purpose like planning future 
work, finalising a document, and brainstorming. 
Participants share services and documents as well as 
communication tools. A CS necessarily involves more 
than one user but the number of participants cannot be 
very large. 

General VC collaboration is mainly in an asynchronous 
mode whereas CS collaboration is most of the time in 
synchronous mode. However, the real argument for our 
distinction between a VC and a CS is related to the dynamics 
of the collaboration: VCs may engender CSs, while CSs may 
not engender CSs nor VCs. Resource virtualisation 
mechanisms of Grid infrastructure further supports VC and 
CS management. From a Grid point-of-view, VCs and CSs are 
both virtual organizations and therefore they are each 
associated to a Grid service container which will be destroyed 
as soon as the group lifetime is over. 

A typical scenario is the creation of a VC with many 
members who interact asynchronously on various occasions 
(e.g., using collaboratively a shared file system with a given 
set of permissions for each member). For each required 
synchronous interaction, a CS is set for a short time with a 
subset of the members of that VC (and possibly external 
invited members). The output of that CS (e.g., a synthesis of a 
discussion or decision report that is relevant for the VC) can 
be stored in a repository belonging to the VC. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. UML class diagram of the GSD architecture. 
 

The power of Grid partly lies in the fact that a Grid 
service container is itself a Grid service instance that may be 
instantiated by another service (see instantiation on Figure 1). 
In the GSD architecture this allows a user to simply instantiate 
a new service container each time he or she wants to initiate a 
new VC or CS. The right part of Figure 2 (in white) shows a 
UML class diagram of these concepts. 

 
3.2.2. Bootstrapping services 
 

The GSD architecture is based on the capability of Grid 
services to be dynamic and stateful. The GSD architecture 
models the environment where a set of services are available 
within a Grid service container. A number of services are 
persistent, in the sense that they are instantiated during the 
initialisation of the service container. For this reason, we call 
these services bootstrapping services (the same kind of 
services is used both for VC and CS). They correspond to the 
six functionalities presented in Section 2.4 plus the CAS (cf. 
Figure 3). 
 
Notification Service. This service enables VC members to be 
immediately informed on everything concerning the VC life: 
ready (online) members, available services, new members, 
new services, new results etc. It is composed of a set of 
notification mechanisms that inform a group that: a new 
service was imported, a service was activated, a CS was just 
initiated, a given member is online, a new member joined the 
VC, a common document was updated, etc. The Notification 
Service provides likewise a real time feedback on personal as 
well as other members’ actions and work such as for example, 
information about a current CS. The Notification Service is 
tightly connected to the History Service which traces the 
community history (past life). The Notification Service is a 
pre-requisite to any interaction between VC members because 
it offers awareness of the presence and availability of the 
members. 
 
Member Management Service. This service is responsible 
for adding (introducing) or removing dynamically users in a 
group. The Member Management Service plays an important 
role in the ‘group dynamics’ of the GSD architecture. 
 
Service Management Service. This service is responsible for 
importing new services in the service container of a given 
group. These services become accessible and can be activated. 
It is also responsible for removing services. The Service 
Management Service offers users the ability to bring new 
tools as services for the group. 
 
Service Activation Service. Any service available within a 
group service container may be activated by the Service 
Activation Service, generally requested by a user, for a given 
duration and for certain users. The corresponding technical 
term used in Grid specifications is “service instantiation:” a 
Grid service instance has its own state, lifetime management 
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and allocated resources. The Service Activation Service 
allows using all of the other services in the GSD. The Service 
Management Service and the Service Activation Service play 
important roles in the ‘service dynamics’ of the GSD 
architecture. 
 
Collaboration Sessions Management Service. Each member 
of a VC may decide to initiate a CS to address a specific 
collaboration need (more often synchronous). The 
Collaboration Sessions Management Service enables users to 
create, manage and delete a CS. The life of this CS is then 
managed by six local services (cf. Figure 3) which are created 
as soon as the CS is created. The member initiating a CS, adds 
into the CS’s service container the desired services using the 
local Service Management Service. Then the member invites 
participants to the CS with the local Member Management 
Service and manages rights between these participants and 
local services with the local CAS. The same member also 
activates the local services when needed with the local Service 
Activation Service. In the GSD architecture, the Collaboration 
Sessions Management Service is the only service capable of 
instantiating service containers. 
 
History Service. An important aspect of collaboration is 
history of past actions and interactions. Indeed, actions and 
activities of group users may be traced and logged to keep a 
history of the collaboration progress. The role of the History 
Service is to capture all significant events coming from the use 
of other services. It can for example log the access to a 
specific resource, register user profile evolution, inventory 
past services activation, trace CS history, realise a shared 
document versioning, etc. 
 
Community Authorisation Service. This service specifies 
users’ service rights levels (including for bootstrapping 
services). This services maintains a kind of members by 
services matrix. Members of a given group do not all have the 
same permissions over the services of that group. For example 
only user “A” as a service manager may be allowed to import 
new services for a group, while any user “B” would be 
allowed to initialise a CS. The term CAS comes from Grid 
specifications as explained previously. 

 
CAS, Member Management Service, Service 

Management Service and Service Activation Service are 
needed as soon as we deal with new members, new services, 
and privileges of members on these services. These 
bootstrapping services, except for the Notification Service and 
History Service, can be invoked directly by members 
according to their own rights within a group. Notification 
Service and History Service are managed by underlying 
processes. The life of a CS has to be managed separately from 
the life of the VC; for instance, a local Notification Service 
might reflect the current turn-taking status of a CS. However, 
some local events of a CS may be reported to the whole VC 
by communication between Notification Services. In the same  

 
 

Figure 3. VC and CS service containers. 
 

sense, it is also necessary to manage the history of a CS 
separately. But, when a CS is deleted the History Service of 
the CS communicates its data to the History Service of the 
parent VC. 

The last elements of the GSD architecture are non-
bootstrapping services. All of them are imported in a group 
service container by the Service Management Service and 
activated by the Service Activation Service. 

 
3.2.3. GSD processes 
 

The bootstrapping services are of course implied in processes 
that correspond to the structure that defines the logical and 
temporal relations between these services and the interaction 
that users have with them. We detail here some of these 
processes. The service activation process is fundamental as it 
occurs each time that a service is invoked (a previously 
imported or a bootstrapped one). The service importation 
process and user introduction process are quite similar and 
simple but are essential for the group dynamics. The 
collaboration session management process is more complex 
as it implies sub-processes with local CS services. 
 
Service activation process. A member wanting to activate a 
service within a group inquires the Service Activation Service 
with its user certificate and the service handle (and eventually 
some other information such as: involved members, lifetime 
expected etc.). Then the Service Activation Service checks 
(by inquiring the CAS) the member’s permission level for this 
service. Then, the Service Activation Service creates the 
service instance with a specific state, lifetime and set of 
allocated resources. Next, it requests from the Notification 
Service to alert group members that a service was activated. In 
parallel, the Service Activation Service activates the History 
Service both for recording the service activation in the 
community history and for logging/tracing the user-service 
interactions until the end of the service’s life. The service is 
activated and group users may interact with it during the 
service’s life. At the end of the service’s life, the Service 
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Activation Service requests from the History Service both to 
stop recording and to store the service’s results (by versioning 
past ones, etc.) and the Notification Service to inform the 
community of the results of the ended service. Afterwards, the 
Service Activation Service destroys the service instance and 
frees the allocated resources. 
 
Service importation process. A member wanting to import a 
service in a group activates the Service Management Service 
as any other service (cf. service activation process) by giving 
it a service “external ID” and a table of rights levels for all 
users. The Service Management Service first includes the 
service in the group service container and gives it a handle. 
Then, it requests from the CAS to add a row in the members 
by services matrix. The Service Management Service has to 
specify the rights level of all members for the added service. 
Then, it requests from the History Service to add an entry in 
its service database, and give it the trace/log mechanism for 
the new service. Afterwards, the Service Management Service 
asks the Notification Service to inform the group members 
that a new service was imported and is now available 
(according to their rights level). 
 
User introduction process. A member wanting to introduce a 
user in a group activates the Member Management Service as 
any other service (cf. service activation process) by giving it a 
user “external ID” and a table of rights levels for all services. 
The Member Management Service first stores the new user 
information such as status, name, address etc. Then, it requests 
from the CAS to add a column in the members by services 
matrix. The Member Management Service has to specify the 
rights level of all services for the added user. Then, it requests 
from the History Service to add an entry in its users list. 
Afterwards, the Member Management Service asks the 
Notification Service to notify other members, that a new 
member was added in the group. 
 
Collaboration session management process. A member 
wanting to manage a CS within a VC activates the 
Collaboration Sessions Management Service by giving it three 
important elements: (i) the list of services that he wants the CS 
to benefit from; (ii) the list of members that he wants to see 
participate in the CS; (iii) the information necessary to build 
the local CAS matrix of rights levels. The Collaboration 
Sessions Management Service first instantiates a new CS 
service container. Then, it requests from the local Service 
Management Service to import each service desired by the CS 
manager and requests from the local Member Management 
Service to add each participants listed by the CS manager. 
These sub-processes are the same as the service importation 
process and the member introduction process specified before. 
Afterwards, the local CAS is requested to build its rights 
levels matrix. The Collaboration Sessions Management 
Service also requests (i) the Notification Service to notify the 

entire VC of the creation of a new CS5, (ii) the History 
Service to register the CS creation in the VC’s history. The 
CS is now created and may be started. Each time the CS 
manager wants to activate a local service he requests the local 
Service Activation Service (cf. service activation process). 
The CS takes place with several services and their results. At 
the end of the CS, the Collaboration Sessions Management 
Service destroys the CS service container and frees the 
allocated resources. Local History Service data are transferred 
to the VC History Service. Finally, the Collaboration Sessions 
Management Service asks the Notification Service to inform 
the VC of the set of results of the ended CS. 

 
3.3. The GSD service implementation 

 
The GSD is composed of several active desktops that play 
simultaneously the roles of service containers and graphical 
user interface. The term desktop means a work environment 
where users can dynamically activate services. A Grid service 
available in a service container has a graphical metaphor on 
the desktop called a “shortcut” (e.g., an icon, a window). A 
desktop may be accessed in full control mode or in view-only 
mode. This is analogous to the read/write (R/W) or read-only 
(R) modes in a file system. In the former case, a user can both 
see and act on any desktop elements, in the latter, a user can 
only see actions performed by others on the desktop. 

 
3.3.1. Collaboration virtual desktops 
 

The GSD service is defined in Figure 4. We distinguish three 
kinds of desktops: 

- The Private Virtual Desktop (PVD) 
- The Common Virtual Desktop (CVD) 
- The Broadcasted Virtual Desktop (BVD) 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The GSD service’s set of virtual desktops. 
 

                                                 
5 Notice that CS participants have received two notifications: the one 
from the local Members Management Services, and this one. 
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Table 1. Bootstrapping services used in each virtual desktop. 
 

 Community 
Autorisation 

Service 

Notification 
Service 

Member 
Management 

Service 

Service 
Management 

Service 

Service 
Activation 

Service 

Collaboration 
Sessions Management 

Service 

History 
Service 

PVD X X  X X  X 

VC-CVD X X X X X X X 

CS-CVD X X X X X  X 

BVD X X  X X  X 
 
 

The Private Virtual Desktop could be also called the 
ubiquitous desktop. It can be accessible from anywhere and 
contains personal settings, documents, applications, 
bookmarks. A user has full privileges to import and activate 
any service here6, store and retrieve private documents, 
/files/data, or even check an email account. A user may access 
his PVD either directly from a thin terminal or via a host 
desktop (e.g., Windows, Linux KDE, X, MacOS). 

Via a PVD, a user has access to one Common Virtual 
Desktop for each VC that this user is a member of. This kind 
of CVD (“VC-CVD” in Figure 5) is a desktop which belongs 
to everyone in the VC. It is not the PVD of one of its 
members, but another desktop, shared, that everybody, 
according to a specific turn-taking mechanism, can act upon 
(see also Figure 4). The CVD contains the VC settings, 
documents, applications, bookmarks etc. Any member of the 
VC can import and activate services in the CVD. 

The GSD bootstrapping collaboration context is 
constituted, for a given user, of a set of desktops: one PVD 
and a CVD for each VC that the user is a member of. In order 
to address the question of CS, the GSD also uses desktops. For 
each VC a user is a member of, he can activate the 
Collaboration Sessions Management Service of the VC and 
run two modes7 of collaboration within this community (cf. 
section 2.3): 

- Screen sharing mode. In this mode each CS participant 
is owner of a (Pre-)Broadcasted Virtual Desktop. This 
PreBVD can be broadcasted to all other participants. 
The BVD is the desktop every participant see at the 
same time. Notice, that a turn-taking mechanism 
specific to this mode is mandatory. 

- Common environment mode. In this mode all the CS 
participants share a CVD dedicated to this CS. This 
kind of CVD (“CS-CVD” in Figure 5) is the same as a 
VC-CVD. Any CS participant can alternatively act 
upon the CVD following a turn-taking mechanism. 

                                                 
6 It is important to notice that we do not talk about applications 
anymore; functionalities available on the desktops are only services. 
7 A desktop sharing mode is also possible (because a BVD can 
technically be seen and acted upon by all CS participants) but it 
presents some big drawbacks from a security and privacy point of 
view. Moreover, all the benefits from this mode are included in the 
common environment mode. 

Consequently, we may distinguish four types of virtual 
desktops: The CS-CVD implements the CS service container. 
The VC-CVD, PVD and BVD implement the VC service 
container. Nevertheless, some bootstrapping services are not 
usable as Table 1 shows. For example, a member can not 
introduce users in his own PVD and consequently he can not 
create a CS alone. 

Remark: The left part of Figure 2 (in grey) completes the 
UML class diagram with these new concepts. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. A PVD example in the GSD. 
 
Figure 5 illustrates a user’s PVD: Jacques is a young 

researcher at LIRMM. He is a member of the LIRMM VC and 
of the “okprotege” VC. As a member of these VCs he has 
access to their CVD from within his PVD. The LIRMM 
director uses the LIRMM’s Collaboration Sessions 
Management Service to start a one day CS in common 
environment mode to allow young researchers (i.e., forming a 
subgroup of all LIRMM members) to show demonstrations of 
their work with a video replay service. The same day, the 
okprotege team has a short (one hour) CS in screen sharing 
mode to work on the problem of collaborative ontology 
construction problem, using the Protégé ontology-
development service (further exposed in Section 4). 
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3.3.2. Processes in the GSD service 
 

General case. Using a service in the GSD means to activate 
that service’s shortcut in the appropriate desktop. This action 
starts the service activation process (hidden for the user) in the 
corresponding service container and runs the service’s 
interface (e.g., a window-based GUI) that allows the user to 
interact with the service during the service’s life. 

 
 
Specific cases. Bootstrapping services of the GSD architecture 
have special implementations that we detail here: 

- The Notification Service is realised by enhanced-
presence indicators, turn-taking, or other services 
allowing immediate awareness of the life of the group 
(for example email, instant messaging, sounds, etc.). 
The Notification Service is very important in the GSD 
service as it makes the real binding between a member 
and a group. 

- The Member Management Service, when called at a 
VC level to introduce a new member, creates (if 
necessary) a new PVD (i.e., a login/password/private 
space set), and grants access to the VC-CVD in the 
created PVD. When called at the CS level, to introduce 
a new participant, the Member Management Service 
simply includes access to the CS-CVD in the user’s 
PVD. 

- The Service Management Service adds the imported 
service’s shortcut in the desktop corresponding to the 
service container in which the Service Management 
Service is called. 

- The Service Activation Service is not directly 
accessible, but called each time that a user activates a 
service in a desktop. 

- The Collaboration Sessions Management Service is 
able to create a BVD or a CS-CVD according to the 
collaboration mode that the CS manager chooses. In 
screen sharing mode, a PreBVD is created for each 
participant of the CS; in common environment mode, a 
CVD is created for all the participants of the CS. 
Services that the manager imports for a given CS are 
available in the BVD or CVD as shortcuts. 

- The History Service is realised by a set of scripts that 
log and trace a group’s history. This history is, of 
course, interfaced and available for group members. 

 
4. Collaborative construction of a shared ontology 

 
To demonstrate and validate our approach and implementation 
of the GSD in a real-world setting, we conducted an 
experimental scenario involving the development of a shared 
ontology—a computerised representation of knowledge—
using a renowned ontology-building tool supported as a 
service on the GSD, as well as additional human-
communication services. 

 

4.1. The problem of collaborative ontology construction 
 

A frequent goal of human collaboration is to define a shared, 
agreed-upon corpus of knowledge about a domain of expertise 
common to the members of the collaboration community. 
When formalised and computerised, shared knowledge can 
serve as the basis for better understanding among members of 
the community, better communication with external people, as 
well as for further development of common resources and for 
many problem-solving activities. In recent years, the 
representation of such shared knowledge has largely been 
implemented by ontologies—formal, computerised 
conceptualisation of the notions, properties and relationships 
in a domain [18]. 

Building an ontology requires the use of a tool that 
provides means for creating and organising concepts, 
properties and relationships that are important in a given 
domain of expertise. Adopting such a tool, however, requires 
to understand the principles of ontology construction as well 
as mastering the set of associated user-interface tasks. 
Building an ontology collaboratively requires an additional 
level of service that includes multi-user serving of the 
ontology contents and user-interface views, user 
authentication and rights management, provision of real-time 
information on collaborators that are editing the ontology, 
portions of the ontology that are being modified, history of 
modifications, as well as provision of locking and 
commitment mechanisms. The Protégé knowledge-modeling 
environment (http://protege.stanford.edu) is a de facto 
standard tool that supports single and multi-user construction 
of ontologies. 

Collaborative ontology construction presents a certain 
number of challenges, that exercise well the different kinds of 
interactions that can occur among the participants of a 
collaboration session. Types of interactions include the 
presentation/teaching of portions of the ontology, the 
discussion and reconciliation of multiple viewpoints on 
knowledge, the negotiation of vocabulary terms, their 
meanings and their relationships, and the confrontation of 
various knowledge-modelling options. Such interactions 
typically are not supported by current ontology-building tools; 
instead they need to be supported at a human-communication 
level by the collaborative environment with help of additional 
services. Specifically, by interacting through a multi-user 
ontology-development service, augmented by presentation 
services such as slide-presentation software, drawing and 
annotation boards, and enhanced-presence services such as 
chat and videoconferencing, in addition to using the GSD CS 
modes (i.e., screen sharing mode and common environment 
mode), members of the community are able to teach, learn, 
share and model knowledge of mutual interest. 

 
4.2. General scenario presentation and experimental setup 

 
Our objective in this scenario is to show how the collaborative 
environment created by a virtual community and supported by 

http://protege.stanford.edu/
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the GSD service can foster the collaborative modelling of 
shared knowledge in the form of an ontology. 

 
4.2.1. A two steps experiment scenario 
 

We argue that our scenario is typical of the process by which a 
set of collaborators initiate and execute a joint piece of work. 
At the start of a collaboration, participants present, discuss and 
choose their goals and the tools and methods that they are 
going to employ to achieve their goals. Methods and tools 
might not be known by everyone in the community; 
knowledgeable participants hence need to walk other 
participants through the principles of the tools and methods 
and their basic operation. This can be seen as a learning 
phase. Once most participants feel confident with the tools 
and methods, a productive phase can start in which the actual 
collaborative work takes place and more learning can occur 
along the way. Note that this is a typical context of informal 
learning. 

Collaborative ontology construction being no different 
from other collaborative activity, we divided our experiment 
scenario into two steps: 

- A first, learning experiment in which the GSD service 
supports participants in teaching and learning 
principles of ontology development and the use of the 
Protégé ontology editor; 

- A second, production experiment in which the GSD 
service supports participants in creating, explaining and 
maintaining an ontology collaboratively. 

Consequently, our scenario enables us to show how the 
GSD service both (1) supports a typical e-learning setting with 
added features of screen sharing and common environment 
collaboration modes (in the first step experiment) and (2) 
provides an engaging framework for helping participants to 
reconcile, formalise and capture knowledge that is initially 
informal and distributed into a shared ontology that then can 
be used inside or outside of the GSD context (in the second 
step experiment). Notice that the second step experiment 
would not be possible without considering the results of the 
first one. 

 
4.2.2. Experimental setup of the GSD 
 

For the purpose of our experiments, we created a small VC, 
called “okprotege” denoting the fact that members are willing 
to collaborate on a given task. First, we conducted four remote 
sessions focused on testing technical aspects of the GSD, and 
configuring the ontology-building and enhanced-presence 
services supported. Then, we conducted three short-time (2 
hours) CSs involving five participants each accessing the GSD 
service by logging onto their PVD in a Web browser. The 
chosen collaboration mode for these CSs was screen sharing 
mode. Each PVD was equipped with necessary collaborative 
and preference-setting services as well as a one-click toggle 
granting full access to the member’s own PreBVD, and a read-
only access to the BVD. At any time, participants could 

switch from operating the services on their PVD to visualizing 
both the PreBVD and the BVD. 

During the experiments, the Protégé service supported by 
the GSD was available to each participant via their PVD as a 
client to a central Protégé server. Participants accessed and 
controlled shared ontology files on the server, following a 
classical client/server approach with authentication 
mechanisms allowing for parallel editing of the shared 
ontology. At the same time, participants communicated in 
private or joint conversations by audio, video or text chat 
using the FlashMeeting [2] videoconferencing service and the 
BuddySpace [1] chat service, both running on their private 
desktop8. In addition, collaborative tools such as text and 
document editors, a file system explorer and a Web browser 
were all available as services to CS participants within the 
GSD. 

 
4.3. Prelimilary results 

 
In our experiment, our main interest was to assess the use of 
the different collaboration modes supported by the GSD. The 
main collaboration mode that we adopted for this scenario 
was screen sharing. Motivations behind this choice were: (i) at 
any time during a CS, participants could make modifications 
to the shared ontology in parallel, hence fostering 
participants’ initiative; (ii) participants could work on their 
own PreBVD when they needed to do isolated work or try out 
ideas, either on the common ontology or on a local copy of 
the files; (iii) according to a turn-taking mechanism, 
participants could each broadcast their actions, ideas or work 
to the community once they were ready to do so. This 
collaboration mode was appropriate both for a learning and a 
production phase. 

Very interestingly, our experiments demonstrated the 
gradual transition from a learning phase of collaboration to a 
more productive phase, by which the role of participants 
evolved. The first two experiments were very much organised 
as an “instructor” remotely walking a small group of 
“students” through the concepts and user-interface metaphors 
underlying ontologies and ontology editing with the Protégé 
tool (see Figure 6). In these sessions, the instructor was the 
main participant broadcasting her desktop, demonstrating how 
to use Protégé and explaining ontology-building principles 
along the way. The instructor also guided other participants 
into trying simple exercises in front of others, by taking their 
turn on the BVD. 

The third experiment revealed an evolution of 
participants’ roles and actions by which more initiative was 
taken by initial “students” and less direction was instilled by 
the initial “instructor.” Although these early experiments did 
not lead us to a full production phase in a newly-created 
ontology of particular interest to the okprotege community, 

                                                 
8 For the sake of simplifying these first experiments, enhanced-
presence tools were used externally to the GSD, on each participant’s 
host desktop. 
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the Grid Shared Desktop in action, during our first collaboration session experiment. 
 

they still demonstrated production-level creation of new 
concepts and properties in the tutorial ontology. 

Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the GSD during one 
experiment. Left, the Web-accessible PVD of a participant is 
shown (here a Linux KDE desktop), focused on that 
participant’s Pre-BVD, displaying his Protégé client serving a 
tutorial ontology about Wines. Center, a FlashMeeting 
videoconferencing session is running in parallel, showing the 
instructor explaining what she does with Protégé and other 
participants listening and following instructions. Right, 
another part of the participant’s PVD is shown, focused on the 
BVD, broadcasting the PreBVD of the currently active 
participant (as denoted by the orange tab) displaying her 
Protégé client. 

Conducting these initial experiments was crucial in 
devising the right mode of operation of the GSD in a scenario 
such as ontology building with Protégé. For instance, our 
experiments enabled us to improve the configuration of 
private and broadcasted desktops, to decide on a set of 
available services, to experiment turn-taking policies and 
moderator roles, as well as to study voice/video/screen 
interactions from the points of view both of technological 
interference and of each participant’s experience in managing 
these collaboration modes simultaneously. In addition, we 
were able to solve a number of infrastructural details, such as 
providing a one-click Web-accessible interface for the GSD, 
managing user accounts, groups and rights, implementing 
efficient screen-broadcasting mechanisms and identifying 
multi-user requirements for applications such as Protégé. 

Studying the dynamics of turn-taking on the BVD, we 
experimented with tasking the instructor with the role of 
moderating the turn-taking queue (as would a teacher in a 
classroom), as well as tasking any other participant with this 
role, mimicking a more spontaneous setting. In our current 
version of the GSD, we decided that spontaneity is most 

appropriate, and the GSD allows anyone to switch the BVD to 
any other participant. We still want to set-up safeguard and 
privacy mechanisms by which participants could prevent their 
PreBVD from being broadcasted at certain times, as well as a 
turn-asking queuing mechanism that would organise the 
dialogue among participants. 

 
5. Conclusion and perspectives 

 
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to the 
design and implementation of a collaborative environment for 
virtual communities of practice. Our solution, the Grid Shared 
Desktop, or GSD, enables the bootstrap and support of remote 
collaboration among humans, by drawing from the powerful 
Grid infrastructure to provide a set of virtual desktops 
(private, broadcasted and common) to a community of users 
logging in and interacting through their Web browser. The 
main new aspect of our solution is a Grid service oriented 
approach. Via the GSD, users access a context dedicated to 
the collaboration within the different communities that they 
form. Virtual desktops play the role of service containers 
available for both of the two identified collaboration levels: 
virtual community and collaboration session. Each 
community member has his or her own Private Virtual 
Desktop, and both screen sharing mode and common 
environment mode of collaboration are possible thanks to a 
(Pre)Broadcasted Virtual Desktop and a Common Virtual 
Desktop. In this environment, an array of services are 
available to community members and provide them with 
means of communicating and working together in 
collaborative activities, as well as working in isolation on 
common documents and resources. We believe that 
supporting mechanisms such as authentication, turn-taking 
and enhanced-presence services allow users to feel at home in 
a trusted environment.  
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We conducted initial experiments using the GSD among 
ourselves in the context of a common activity in collaboration: 
constructing a shared understanding of knowledge as an 
ontology, using a set of renowned, well-accepted tools. The 
valuable results from the initial experiments provide an initial 
validation of our GSD approach. These encouraging results 
are now leading to a large scale experiment within a 
community of Chemists and Computer scientists. This 
community has started constructing collaboratively an 
ontology of Organic Chemistry, using the full potential of the 
GSD. This effort is part of the ambitious EnCOrE project 
(Encyclopédie de Chimie Organique Electronique). A 
preliminary assessment shows that this collaborative work is 
following the same two-step process that we experienced in 
our test experiments: from initially instructor-driven, the 
collaboration is now becoming more spontaneous, allowing 
for individual initiative as well as for small subgroup 
formation. 
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